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ABSTRACT

Radioactive solid wastes, some of which are
combustible, are generated during disassembly
and examination of irradiated fast-reactor fuel
and material experiments at the Hot Fuel Exami-
nation Facility (HFEF).1 These wastes are
remotely segregated and packaged in doubly con-
tained, high-integrity, clean, retrievable waste
packages for shipment to the Radioactive Waste
Management Complex (RWMC) at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL). This paper
describes the equipment and techniques used to
perform these operations.

INTRODUCTION

The HFEF complex, operated by Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL), is composed of two
hot-cell facilities (HFEF/N and HFEF/S) located
on the INEL in southeastern Idaho. The hot cells
are operated in support of the U.S. fast breeder
reactor test programs, primarily those conducted
at Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II), the
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF), the Sodium Loop
Safety Facility (SLSF), and the Transient Reactor
Test (TREAT) facility. The solid waste generated
in disassembling and examining experiments from
these programs consists primarily of irradiated
stainless steel, contaminated tools and hardware,
plastic sheeting and bags, blotting paper, and
rags. All of these radioactive waste items are
categorized as remote or contact waste, as shown
in Fig. 1.

Remote waste is irradiated or highly con-
taminated waste with beta-gamma radiation levels
between 2 R/h and 4500 R/h as measured on the
surface of the waste container. Contact waste is
nonirradiated waste with beta-gamma radiation
levels less than 2 R/h at the surface of the
waste container.

All contact waste is removed from the hot
cells in plastic bags and packaged in plywood
boxes for disposal. Waste with beta-gamma
radiation levels between 500 mR/h and 2 R/h is
placed in lead-lined plywood boxes to reduce the
radiation levels on the exterior of the box to

those required by the RWMC. Waste with beta-
gamma radiation levels less than 500 mR/h is
placed in unlined plywood boxes.
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Fig. 1. Categories of HFEF Radioactive
Solid Waste

Remote waste is placed- in doubly contained
steel waste containers which are shipped to the
RWMC in a lead-shielded transport cask. The
handling, packaging, and shipment of remote waste
is the primary subject of this paper.

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Waste Containers

The waste containers for remote waste are
designed to provide clean, high-integrity waste
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packages with integral shielding that meets the
20-year storage requirement for transuranic waste
as specified by the U.S. Department of Energy.
The HFEF radioactive waste package consists of an
inner waste container, an outer waste container,
and a shield plug, as illustrated In Fig. 2. The
sane inner waste containers and shield plugs are
used in both HFEF/N and HFEF/S; however, the
outer waste containers used in the two facilities
differ. Outer waste containers used in HFEF/N
have a transfer-sleeve-attachment ring and use a
seal-welded lid. The HFEF/S outer waste con-
tainers have no transfer-sleeve-attachment ring
and use a mechanically lat.ched lid with an O-ring
seal.

Fig. 2. HFEF Radioactive Waste Package

The inner waste containers are the in-cell
waste receptacles and are subjected to the cell
environment with its associated radioactive
contamination. The waste containers are 1.65-m
(65-in.)-long by 0.3-m (10.75-in.)-0D carbon
steel containers having a wall thickness of
1.9 mm (14 gauge). The lid is fastened to the
top of the container by six cap-head bolt*. A
viton gasket, glued to the lid, font a particle-
tight seal between the lid and the can.

The inner waste containers are handled
remotely in HFEF/N by a T-handle tool that
threads into a nipple in the center of the
container lid, and are moved in-cell with over-
head bridge-type electromechanical manipulators

or cranes. In HFEF/S, the waste containers aro
also moved in-cell using the bridge-type electro-
mechanical manipulators or cranes; however, a
different fixture similar to a bucket handle is
used for handling the waste containers. The
fixture is bolted to the top of the container in
place of the lid and is installed or removed from
the container while at the cell transfer pene-
tration. The bucket-handle fixture is used in
HFEF/S because the waste containers are loaded
and stored in the center of the cell where their
lids are not accessible to master-slave manipu-
lators. In contrast, in HFEF/N the containers
are loaded and stored near viewing windows where
their lids are within easy reach of n.aster-slave
manipulators.

In both HFEF/N and HFEF/.S, the waste cans
are placed in floor pits for loading. In the
HFEF/N main and decon cells, the pits are in
front of the viewing windows so the waste cans
can be remotely loaded using tlie inaster-slavt? and
overhead electromechanical manipulators. In
HFEF/S, the loading pit is near the center of the
air cell so the waste cans must be remotely
loaded using the electromechanical manipulators
only.

To prevent the spread of contamination from
the inner waste container to die environment, ami
to provide a waste package with a contamination-
free exterior, an outer waste container is used.
The outer waste container is an out-of-cell
container which is placed in Hie waste transport
cask before tin' iniiiT w.iste roni.iincr is I r:in.-:-
I c - r n . J I r u m H i e i n i L i i l l i n i t i [lit.- • . I ' . k . l.aili
outer waste container is a l.Bi-m (7J-in.)-long
by 0.32-ra (11.75-in.)-OD stainless su-el con-
tainer having a wall thickness of 1.9 nm (14
gauge). The transfer-sleeve-attachment ring on
the top is used for attaching a polyvinyl chlo-
ride (FVC) transfer sleeve to the top of the
container and to the bottom of the hot-cell floor
penetration. The transfer sleeve prevents the
outside of the outer waste container from being
contaminated when the inner waste container is
transferred from the hot cell into the waste
transport cask.

The lids used on the HFEF/N outer waste
containers are designed to fit over the transfer-
sleeve-attachment ring and are seal-welded to the
container at the base of the ring. To facilite
the installation of the transfer sleeve and the
welding of the lid, the outer waste container is
temporarily supported so its top protrudes above
the top of the waste cask. The seal-welded lid
provides a security seal for transuranic waste.
A block with a hole through the sides is welded
to the center of the lid. The block is for
attaching a short length of cable to the lid for
handling the waste package at the RVMC.

* THtt KEPfttT hX lUEHiU/
II teas bet* rtfrotfuced frwa the best
available copy to permit tke broadest
possible availability.



The HFEF/S outer waste containers have
neither a transfer-slceve-attachment ring nor a
seal-welded lid because of insufficient clearance
between the top of the waste transport cask and
ceiling of the HFEF/S cask tunnel. Without this
clearance the can cannot protrude above the top
of the. cask In order to install a transfer
sleeve or'seal-weld a lid to the can as is done
in the HFEF/N cask tunnel.

The lid used on the HFEF/S outer waste
container is a disk with an O-ring groove around
the edge. The lid is locked to the waste con-
tainer by three spring-loaded latches, which fit
into a groove in the top of the container. A bar
with a hole through the sides is welded to the
center of the lid. The bar is used for attaching
a cable to the lid for handling the waste package
at the RWMC.

Carbon steel locking rings are used to
prevent the lid latches from vibrating out of the
groove while the waste packages are transported
to the RWMC. Three pieces of carbon steel pipe
are welded to each locking ring to provide a
security seal for transuranic waste. The pieces
of pipe fit around a screw on each latch and are
filled with a tin-bismuth alloy to seal cans of
transuranic waste. Before the seal material Is
poured, a numbered plastic tag is wrapped around
one of the latch screws. The plastic tag shows
the security-seal identification number.

To protect personnel from excessive radia-
tion exposure when installing the lids on the
outer waste containers, a shield plug is placed
inside the outer waste container on top of the :

inner waste container. The solid lead shield
plug is 0.16 m (6.3 in.) thick by 0.3 m (11.75
in.) in OD. The shield plugs are handled in-ccll
by using the earlier mentioned inner-wastt-
container handling tools, which are threaded into
a fitting recessed in the top of the plug.

Waste Cask

The vaste packages are transported from the
hot cells to the RWMC In a lead-filled transport
cask 2.8 m (110 in.) long by 0.8 m (33 in.) in
OD. The cask is constructed of two concentric
carbon steel shells with 22.2 cm (8.75 in.) of
lead between them. The cask bore is 1.9 m
(75 in.) long, and the inside diameter tapers
from 36.8 cm (14.5 in.) at the top end to 30.4 cm
(12 in.) at the bottom end. The tapered bore
aligns the waste package with the bottom opening
in the cask. The body of the cask extends
28.6 cm (11.25 in.) below the bottom closure.

. The cask is top-loaded through the floor
penetrations of the HFEF hot cells and bottom-
unloaded at the RWMC. The top and bottom closures

for the cask are lead-filled sliding square
doors. The doors travel on rails mounted to
support platforms welded to the side of the cask.
The top door is driven by a rack and pinion and
is opened and closed by a hand crank on the side
of the door platform. The bottom dour is driven
by a rack and pinion through a right-angle gear
box and is opened and closed using a socket
wrench on a hexagonal shaft; the shaft extends
from the gear box through the cask support plate.
The doors are held closed during transport to and
from the RWMC by bolts which thread through the
back of each door into nuts weldel to the support
platform.

The cask is handled vertically .-it the HFEF
hot cells and also at the RWMC. Between the two
areas, it is shipped vertically in a support
stand on a truck-trailer. For support on the
HFEF cask carts and the truck-trailer, the i-ii.sk
has a 1.38-m (54.5-in.)-square by 5-cm (2-in.)-
thick platform in the middle. The cask is
lifted and moved using overhead bridge cranes
rigged to trunnions welded to the outer shell
near the top. Because the cask has a reasonably
large-diameter base with respect to its height,
it is stable and can be left standing on a flat
surface unsupported.

At the RWMC the waste packages are separated
according to their transuranic content and
stored in one of two locations. All packages of
nontransuranic waste are buried in 0.41-m (16-
in.)-ID by 7.3-ra (24-ft)-deep s til vaults.
Usually two packages are placed in each soil
vault unless the radiation leve s above-ground
are too high; if this is the case, only one
package is placed in the vault. All packages of
transuranic waste are stored in 0.41-m (16-in.)-
ID by 4.8-m (16-ft)-deep, steel-lined storage
vaults. Two waste packages are placed in each
vault because the vaults are sealed with a top
shield plug. Because the waste transport cask
can be either top or bottom loaded, the packages
of transuranic waste can be recovered from the
storage vaults by grappling the cable attached to
the top of the waste package and raising it from
the vault into the cask.

Small waste items contaminated with ele-
mental sodium are also packaged at HFEF in Che
waste-container assemblies described earlier;
however, sodium-contaminated wastes cannot be
shipped to the RWMC. These waste packages are
stored at the Radioactive Scrap and Waste Facility
(RSWF) at the ANL-West site until a U.S. radio-
active-sodium-waste-processing facility becomes
available. Large waste items contaminated with
sodium and larjje quantities of radioactively-
contaminated sodium from the SLSF loops are
handled using the SLSF waste disposal system.3
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IN-CELL WASTE HANDLING

In-cell handling of remote waste at HFEF
consists of segregating the waste into combusti-
ble or noncombustlble categories and placing it
in appropriate inner waste containers. Combus-
tible and noncombustible waste items are placed
in separate containers. Metal-encased filters
are disposed of as combustible waste since the
media in the filters are usually combustible.
Free liquids are not allowed in any waste con-
tainer. Small quantities of liquids are either
absorbed in an absorbant material such as Oil-
Dry3 or poured onto rags which are allowed to dry
for at least one week in the cell environment
before being discarded in a combustible-material
waste container. Transuranic and nontransuranic
wastes are segregated as much as practical and
placed in separate waste containers; however, the
fissile-material content of noncombustible-waste
containers is not allowed to exceed 200 g U-235
or equivalent (1 g of U-233 or Pu is considered
equivalent to 4 g of U-235). The fissile-material
content of combustible-waste containers is limited
to 50 g U-235 or equivalent. These fissile-
material limits are based on HFEF criticality-
control statements and the amount of fissile
material allowed at the RWMC.

Administrative control of the inner waste
containers is maintained by an identification
number stenciled on the containers prior to
sending them into the hot cells. Waste Can Log
Cards, with the corresponding container identi-
fication number, are used by the operators
loading the containers. An itemized listing of
all waste placed in each waste container is
entered on the log card. The listing gives the
item's description, the date the item is placed
in the can, the operator's initials, and the
weight of the item. When the waste container is
full, the operator who finishes filling the con-
tainer submits the log card to the HFEF Waste
Supervisor. The Waste Supervisor calculates the
curie content, decay heat, and transuranic con-
tent of the waste container and fills out a Waste
Disposal Request form to initiate shipment of
the container to the RWMC.

The curie content of waste containers with
FFTF, SLSF-loop, and TREAT-loop hardware is
estimated from radiation-level measurements and
from experience with similar items handled pre-
viously, because the activation-product curie
content of these items is not furnished to HFEF.
The curie content of waste cans containing EBR-II

ry is a commercial product manufactured
by Excel Minerals Co.

hardware is calculated on the basis 01 curie-
veraus-time data furnished by the EBK-II Project.
The data are based on calculations using the
Burris and Dillon Correlation1' and cover botl:
fission products and the following activation-
product isotopes of stainless steel: '"Mn, 5eCo,
60Co, 5ICr, and 59Fe.

The curie content of the stainless steel is
based on the amount of stainless steel exposed to
the 34-cm (13.5-in.) height of the EBR-II core
and varies according to the component's radial
position in the core. The amount of stainless
steel used in the calculation is provided on data
sheets. The curie-Versus-time data are given to
HFEF as computer listings. The data ire provided
in daily units for the fir.;t 40 days, then in 10-
day units for 400 days. At HFEF, the- data fcr a
particular isotope are extrapolated I'rum the M -
cra (13.5-in.) fuel Suction of the core to the
entire item that is being discarded. Tha extra-
polation is performed for each isotope (5l<Mn.
J B C O , G ° C O , i :Cr, and "Fe) and each irradiated
item in the container. When the calculations are
complete, the curie content for each isotope is
summed and totaled. This gives subtotal curie
content for each isotope and 3 total curie content
for the waste container.

Each subtotal and the waste-container total
are divided by three and recorded on the waste-
container log card. The factor of three is the
ratio of the average axial pe^k flux to the
average axial flux in the EBR-II core. This
value was determined by EBR-11 personnel and
furnished to HFEF. If the factor of three were
not used, the curie calculations would be based
on the peak flux along the entire subassembly and
would not be representative of the actual core
conditions. Thus, by dividing the extrapolated
curie value by the ratio of peak-to-average enre
flux, the curie calculations are more representa-
tive of che actual curie content of the waste
container.

For waste containers with small quantities
of fuel, the fission-product curie content is
also calculated. Because this is an actual value
based on the ratio of fuel in the waste container
to the fual in the subassembly, the peak-to-
average flux ratio is not used. The total curie
content of the waste container is the sum of the
adjusted activation-product content and the
fission-product content.

Once the curie content of the waste con-
tainer has been determined, the decay heat of the
waste container is calculated using the factor of
6 mW/Ci. This factor is baseii on the conversion
of one MeV of gamma radiation to decay heat.



The ttunsuianic (TRU) content tor waste
containers with known amounts of Pu-239 or U-233
is determined using the weight of the loaded
waste container and the appropriate conversion
factor for converting gram quantities of these
isotopes to curies. For waste containers with
mixtures of Pu-239 and U-233, the TRU curie
content of each isotope is determined and summed.
The sum is then divided by the weight of the

- loaded waste can, thus giving the TRU content of
•• the waste can.

The transuranic content for waste containers
with unknown quantities of Pu-239 or U-233 is
determined by using data from HFEF monthly in-
cell alpha contamination surveys, a conversion
factor for converting the alpha contamination
levels in disintegrations per minute per 100 cm2

(dpm/100 cm2) to disintegrations per unit weight
(dpm/g), the weight of the waste, and the weight
of the loaded waste container.

The floor area of both HFEF hot cells has
been subdivided into crlticality-control zones
using orange and black zone markers. Once each
month all zone's in both hot cells are surveyed
for alpha contamination. To estimate the amount
of alpha on the waste-container contents, smear
values for the hot cell zone in which the waste
container was loaded are averaged over the time
during which the waste container was in the zone.
The smear survey data arc given in dpm/100 cm2

and a conversion factor is needed to convert from
an area (100 cm2) to weight (grams). Because the
weight per surface area varies with the type of
waste material, two conversion factors are used;
one for combustible material and one for noncora-
bustible material.

The conversion factor for combustible
material was determined by using 100-cm2 samples
of 6-mil-thick PVC plastic, a light rag, and a
Teri Towel.b These samples were chosen because
they represent the lightest combustible materials
that would be in a waste container. Each sample

. was weighed on a balance and the weights averaged.
The average weight was found to be 1 g, thus
giving a conversion factor of 1 g/100 cm .

The conversion factor for noncombustible
material was calculated by using 0.89-mm (0.035-
in.)-thick steel with a density of 7.81 g/cm3.

. These values were chosen because they represent
the lightest-gauge stainless steel that would
normally be in an HFEF waste container. The
. calculated conversion factor for noncombustible
waste is 69.5 g/100 cm2.

By usinfi the average smear valut-, the
weight of the waste, the weight of die loader
waste container, and the appropriate conversion
factor (1 g/100 cm2 for combustible waste or
69.5 g/100 cm2 for noncombustible waste), the TRU
content of the waste container is calculated by
using the equation:

TRU
S x CF x 4.5 x
av

or" x w;

"Commercial product manufactured by Kimberly
Clark Corporation

W2

where TRU * Transuranic content in
nCi/g

S •= average smear vaLue in
a V dpm/100 cm2

CF = conversion factor in 10'
cm2/g

Wi = Weight of waste in g

W2 = Weight of loaded waste
container in g

The curie content, decay heat, •*-.nd TRU
content of the waste containers are recorded on
the front of the Waste Can Log Cards by the HFEF
Waste Supervisor. The log cards are then sent to
the ANL-West Waste Management Engineer for
retention as permanent records.

The inner waste containers are .hipped to
the KWMC in an outer waste container whose lid is
stamped with the identification number of the
inner waste container. In addition to the iden-
tification number, the outer waste container's
lid Is stamped with the point of origin (HFEF)
and the location of the facility (ANL-W). The
stamped lid permanently identifies the waste
package.

Over the past six years HFEF has generated
about 3.3 m3 (117 ft3) of remote waste per year.
Approximately 25% of this waste is combustible,
and 15% is transuranic. Approximately 85% of
the noncombustible waste is irradiated stainless
steel hardware from EBR-I1 subassemb!ies. The
remaining 152 of the noncombustible waste is
stainless steel hardware from SLSF and TREAT
loops.

CONCLUSIONS

In over six years of use, the HFEF waste-
packaging and -transfer system described in this
paper has proven to be safe and essentially
contamination-free. Waste packages with radia-
tion levels to 4500 R/h are routinely handled by
a crew of three HFEF technicians with an average
personnel exposure of less than 15 man-mrem per
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transfer. Smear surveys taken on the outside of
waste packages show chat Che beta-gamma levels
are normally maintained at leas Chan 2200 dpm/100
cm2 with no detectable alpha contamination.

The HFEF waste-handling technique has been
demonstrated Co ba an efficient, safe, and very
satisfactory method of handling hot-cell radio-
active solid waste.
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